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Voicebrook to Exhibit at APIII
Voicebrook to demonstrate VoiceOver® Enterprise integrated speech recognition and
digital dictation solution for Anatomic Pathology
LAKE SUCCESS, NY September 18, 2009 – Voicebrook, a leading provider of integrated speech
recognition and digital dictation solutions in healthcare, will be exhibit at the Advancing Practice,
Instruction & Innovation Through Informatics (APIII) conference. The conference is being held at the
Marriott City Center Hotel in Pittsburgh, PA from September 20th through the 23rd, and members of the
Voicebrook team will be on-site in Booth 11.
Voicebrook’s VoiceOver® Enterprise solution is currently integrated with leading Anatomic Pathology
(AP) systems, and is deployed in more than 90 hospitals and laboratories across the United States and
Canada. It features the most accurate speech recognition technology (Dragon® Medical 10), powerful
self-edit tools, and a robust templating system—pathologists navigate by voice and dictate their reports
directly into their underlying AP system in a hands-free laboratory environment. Pathologists can
dictate, review, and sign-off on their reports in real time, eliminating the need for third-party
transcription, or they can elect to use the VoiceOver Recorder, which enables them to create digital
dictations that are routed for deferred transcription. This combination of real time speech recognition
tools coupled with the ability to use digital dictation provides customers with a complete reporting
solution that can meet the needs of the most diverse Pathology laboratories.
E. Bruce Sopko, VP Sales said, “We are excited to be exhibiting at the 2009 APIII Conference.
Voicebrook believes that the APIII Conference is the premier technology conference in the Anatomic
Pathology space, and we are proud to have been a part of it for the past five years. This is a great
opportunity for us to meet with customers and colleagues and discuss new technologies that affect the
Anatomic Pathology community.”
For more information, please visit www.voicebrook.com.

About Voicebrook
Voicebrook is a leading provider of integrated speech recognition and digital dictation solutions for
automation of clinical documentation. Voicebrook’s VoiceOver® Enterprise software integrates directly
with most healthcare information systems, and has been widely deployed in Pathology throughout the
US and Canada. Voicebrook has developed specific best practices for implementation and on-going
support, ensuring the most successful deployments of integrated speech recognition technology for
healthcare.

About APIII
APIII is an annual educational conference designed for world wide collaboration, technology and
learning to come together in one meeting place. APIII offers direct interaction with physicians,
researchers, residents and graduate students, Industry-related developers, engineers, imaging
informatics professionals, vendor representatives and many others interested in how informatics and
imaging are transforming pathology, oncology and radiology. For more information, please visit
http://apiii.upmc.edu.
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